Introduction

16
Many complex real world problems can be formulated as Combinatorial Optimization (CO) 17 problems. Technically, CO problems require a proper solution from a discrete finite set of feasible 18 solutions in order to simultaneously achieve the minimization (or maximization) of a cost function 19 and the satisfaction of the problem's given constraints. One such problem is finding the shortest path 20 (or a path "close" to the shortest with respect to some appropriate metric) for Global Positioning 21 System (GPS) in a short period of time. The above real-world problem can be perfectly modeled by the
22
Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP).
23
The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is one of the most widely studied combinatorial 24 optimization problems. Solving the TSP means finding the minimum cost route so that the salesman
25
(the person or entity who travels along a specific route containing many nodes) can start from a point Real world problems, such as those related to GPS, can be formulated as instances of the 53 TSP. This class of routing problems requires good solutions computed in a short amount of time.
54
For the acceleration of computational time, sacrificing some of the solution's quality by adopting 55 heuristic and metaheuristic approaches is commonly accepted [4] [5] [6] . Heuristics are fast approximation 56 computational methods divided into construction and improvement heuristics. Construction heuristics 57 are used to build feasible initial solutions and improvement heuristics are applied to achieve better 58 solutions. It is customary to apply improvement heuristics iteratively. Metaheuristics are general 59 optimization frameworks which can be appropriately modified in their individual characteristics in 60 order to generate efficient methods for solving specific classes of optimization problems.
61
The main contribution of this paper is the application of the recently introduced quantum inspired
62
General Variable Neighborhood Search (qGVNS for short) metaheuristic to a GPS problem. We achieve 63 efficient solutions in a short period of time for a GPS application used for garbage trucks, which is 64 modeled as an instance of the TSP. The proposed method guarantees optimal or near-optimal solutions 65 for a real life routing application. GPS applications typically use the Nearest Neighborhood or some of 66 its variations in order to achieve good results for the routing section. The routing section is a critical 67 part of a typical GPS application because if the provided routes are optimal or near-optimal, then the 68 end result will also be near-optimal. The routing solutions produced by the qGVNS were compared to This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present related works, in Section 3 we 76 explain metaheuristics, the Variable Neighborhood Search, and describe our algorithm in detail. A
77
GPS application and the specific problem we tackle with our algorithm is presented in Section 4. In
78
Section 5 the experimental results of our implementation are presented in a series of matrices and 79 novel approach using a quantum inspired algorithm based on game-theoretic principles. In particular, 108 they reduced the problem they studied to choosing strategies in evolutionary games. Quantum games 109 and their strategies seem very promising, offering enhanced capabilities over classic ones [13] . In this work we demonstrate that for small problems, our method achieves the optimal value and 121 for larger problems it guarantees a close to optimal solution with a deviation of 1-3%. 
Related Work
146
Each VNS heuristic consists of three parts. The first one is a shaking procedure (diversification 147 phase) used to escape local optimal solutions. The next one is the neighborhood change move, in 148 which the following neighborhood structure that will be searched is determined; during this part, 
Description of the qGVNS
157
Similarly to the original GVNS, the quantum inspired GVNS (qGVNS) consists of a VND local 158 search, a diversification procedure and a neighborhood change step. In our method, the pipe-VND
159
(exploitation in the same neighborhood while improvements are also being made) is used during the The biggest difference between qGVNS and the classic GVNS is in the diversification phase.
165
The main use of a shaking function is to resolve local minima traps within a VNS procedure. In our 166 approach, perturbation is achieved by adopting techniques from the field of quantum computation. In 167 each shaking call, a simulated quantum n-qubit register generates a complex n-dimensional unit vector.
168
The dimension n of the complex unit vector is greater than or equal to the dimension of the problem.
169
Our algorithm takes as input the complex n-dimensional vector and produces a real n-dimensional 
177
The ordered route thus produced after this shaking move, will drive our exploration effort in another 178 search space.
179
At this point, it should be mentioned that the Nearest Neighbor heuristic is used in order to 180 produce an initial feasible solution (the first node is set as a depot 3. Transfer procedure which implements the data transfer to the Central System.
233
All these operations will be applied via GSM network.
234
• GPS Navigation Application integrated on trucks: It is a classic navigation application through
235
GPS, which will provide navigation guidance to the truck driver, and instructions about which 236 bins should be collected.
237
• Central System: It is the back-end system of our application. Its main part is the Data storing,
238
bins data, vehicles data and all needed data for computing the most efficient routes. Furthermore,
239
Data storing will keep any information retrieved from the other subsystems, particularly from 240 the Data Mining Subsystem and the Routing Optimization Subsystem. All generated spatial 241 information for the current route will be stored locally in a Spatial Database.
242
• Map substructure: A restful API based on maps that will provide all the required functionality 243 for creating rich-web applications based on geographic and descriptive data.
244
• Data Mining Subsystem: Mainly used to estimate fullness of bins when we do not have the 245 available information updated.
246
• Routing Optimization structure: Our main contribution, is mainly based on implementing 247 efficient routing algorithms for this application. We propose the novel metaheuristic method 248 qGVNS which provides optimal or close to optimal solutions in a short period of time. Neighborhood algorithm, which is widely used by most GIS/GPS software. As a result of these better 269 routing solutions, the total amount of fuel is drastically reduced. Thus our method is environmentally 270 friendly, since fuel consumption has a direct impact on the environment. 
Experimental Results
272
This section is devoted to the presentation of the experimental results that showcase the strengths 
qGVNS versus Nearest Neighbor
280
In this work, we propose a novel method called quantum inspired GVNS (qGVNS), and we apply 281 it to a garbage collection application which is an actual GPS-based problem. Below we present the • is consistently very close to the optimal value both with FI and BI, and
298
• outperforms Nearest Neighbor in all cases.
299
The shaded lines in Table 1 emphasize the superiority of qGVNS for certain instances of the 300 benchmarks. Specifically we highlight these instances where qGVNS has 2% or less gap from the 301 optimal value. For example, NN's gap from optimal value for att48 is -0.2101, whereas qGVNS's BI 302 search strategy is -0.0016 and qGVNS using FI is -0.0024. Moreover, qGVNS achieves the optimal value In addition to the previous setup, we ran additional tests using the two most popular variants 
311
Repeated or repetitive NN is another modification in which the NN algorithm is applied to every node.
312
Finally, the route with the minimum total cost is selected as the best one.
313
We compared qGVNS with the Improved Nearest Neighbor and the Repeated Nearest Neighbor 314 and the experimental results are contained in Tables 2 and 3 . These tables show the Benchmark Name,
315
the Improved NN tour cost, the Repeated NN tour cost, the qGVNS using BI tour cost, the qGVNS 316 using FI tour cost, and the Optimal Value (OV). For consistency, we ran the same experiments as before,
317
but instead of the simple NN, we used the Improved NN and the Repeated NN, and we compared the 318 results with qGVNS and the Optimal value. Improved NN and Repeated NN achieve better results
319
compared to the simple Nearest Neighbor for each benchmark. However, the fact remains that qGVNS 320 both using FI and BI still outperforms these improved NN-based methods.
321 Table 2 . The experimental results show that qGVNS outperforms the Improved and the Repeated NN on TSP instances (1/2).
examples of benchmarks which highlight the superiority of qGVNS are bayg29, d198, and ch130.
328 Table 3 . The experimental results show that qGVNS outperforms the Improved and the Repeated NN on TSP instances (2/2). Table 3 contains computational data that corroborate that qGVNS performs better than the
329
Improved and the Repeated NN. Characteristic examples are gr229, lin105, and pr136, which are 330 benchmark instances of 229, 105 and 136 nodes respectively. We can therefore conclude that qGVNS is 331 always close to the optimal value and clearly it outperforms the NN variants. 
qGVNS versus conventional GVNS
333
The data in Table 4 reveal that qGVNS in indeed an improvement over classic GVNS. From 334 the data one may conclude that in all cases qGVNS is at least as good as GVNS, and in many cases 335 outperforms GVNS. This is in accordance with the work in [27], which, through a comparative analysis, 336 also showed that the quantum inspired GVNS achieves better results than the conventional GVNS. here. We wanted to develop an algorithm that would be able to find near-optimal solutions in 340 a relatively short period of time. To achieve our goals we chose to implement qGVNS, since we 341 expected to outperform the conventional GVNS. This was indeed confirmed experimentally, as the 342 results in Table 4 show. The bulk of our experiments were meant to determine how qGVNS fares 343 against well-established methods that are widely applied for GPS, like the Nearest Neighborhood
337
344
and its most important variations. Tables 1, 2 , and 3 contain experimental evidence suggesting that 345 qGVNS outperforms the Nearest Neighbor, the Repeated Nearest Neighbor, and the Improved Nearest
346
Neighbor heuristics in all cases. 
Graphical representation of the results
348
In this section, we present two different sets of figures with three different bar charts for each set.
349
Each figure concerns a different subset of the total experiments, sorted according to the optimal value. A notable example of Figure 1 is ch130. We can see that qGVNS (both using FI and BI) is much
356
closer to the optimal value, compared to NN. We observe than in most benchmarks in Figure 3 qGVNS using FI and using BI comes close to the 362 optimal value, when, in the same time, the NN bar seems to be far away from the optimal value. Such 363 examples are: lin318, pr124, gr137pr76, bier127. Looking at Figure 4 , we infer that when it comes for medium benchmark problems, qGVNS 371 significantly approximates the optimal value, unlike both variants of NN which are far from the 372 optimal. We can particularly observe this in kroB100, lin105, kroB150 and kroB200. 
380
To sum up, the graphical results allow us to conclude that qGVNS with best improvement and first 381 improvement produces results that are quite near to the optimal for most benchmark tests, whereas
382
the Nearest Neighborhood algorithm is far from being close (for every case). Previously, we provided This work studied an application of garbage collectors routing via a new metaheuristic method 388 called qGVNS. We modeled the underlying problem as a TSP instance and went on to solve it using 389 qGVNS. Our algorithm, i.e., qGVNS differs from conventional approaches due to its inspiration coming 390 from principles of quantum computing. Our study was focused on quick and efficient transitions to 391 different areas of the search space. This helped us to find efficient routes in a short period of time.
392
Moreover, in order to assess the efficiency of our approach, we performed extensive experimental tests 393 using well-known benchmarks. The results were quite encouraging, as they confirmed that qGVNS 
